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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Arnoldo Leiva Mora de Costa Rica has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aglutinamiemto
aglutinamiemto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Blinding" being its meaning:<br>Overcrowding, also
includes the meeting of things, animals, etc.

bisarria diccionario
Bizarre means ugly, ugly. Why this character who is ugly, they gave that name.

conyunda
conyunda is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yoke" being its meaning:<br>He is written correctly: yoke, and
it is also called as well to a thin strip or belt, made of Virgin leather, used to join or tie, two or more pieces with holes
suitable for that purpose, also used him to paste or punish auna person or an animal. Formerly a soccer balls, after
introducing the tire and inflate it, the hole was closed with a yoke flat and thin.

correcto es: d¿scolo
correct is: d scolo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Wayward, conflictive person." being its
meaning:?<br>The right is wayward and distrustful.

gánatela
Earn it, it comes from the verb win, it can also be said you win it, is a Council that a person gives to another, with which
there is confidence or friendship, so person enter in an event that requires skill, talent, etc. And of which who exercised
in their are sure that the other person can win it, is a: participates and wins, you can! , but requires that the prize or
object is visible or known its nature. Usually he says win it! the person who is shy or that it is slow to react, when you
can compete or act to win a good or a satisfaction

íngrima
ingrima it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Íngrima" being its meaning:<br>In Nicaragua and in el
Salvador means to be impacted, stunned by an unusual event, for example, a person who saw a great light, says I was
ingrima.

silverio
Silverio in Costa Rica, refers to a famous passage, well known now as 50 years ago. A song that accompanies it
dedicated to a famous Spanish Bullfighter. In Costa Rica are to one-liners, looking for comedy or chota many things, by
the vulgar or populace and as the song says: Silverio Pérez torment of women, occurred them so call Peperoni, ( which
is a type of sausage ). The name became widespread and many people without knowing the origin of the word, then
tolerated butchers call him.To me, never liked that joke. Even today called him as well, mostly old people, badly
educated, since our country is already enough cult, not is if the sausage called it as well in other countries. In addition,
by a false religion, was eschewed say penis, Word that is replaced by banana, sausage, sausage. Silverio song can be
found on You Tube and is very nice.

tencho
Tencha is a nickname, in Costa Rica to name Ortencia, for simplicity say: Tencha. But tencho, think would be named
which has the name of Ortencio

tender velas
lay candles is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tender candles" being its meaning:<br>I was formerly



called you as well to the operation to deploy the sails of a ship or boat, moved by the wind against the sails.

yerva
Ganya is a peasant name for the word: boil


